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Close relatives of the pawpaw
(Asimina triloba) all come from tropical or
semi-tropical areas of the world. Despite this,
many pawpaws are quite hardy and strains
which are native to the northern part of their
range, from Nebraska through Michigan and
into southwestern Ontario, seem to be able to
withstand -25 F with ease. Strains from the deep south are not as hardy as this and will not
survive most winters in Michigan.
Pawpaws do not do well in areas that have low humidity, strong winds or cool marine
climates. They do best when planted in rich well drained soil in a location protected from
wind. Pawpaws are normally found in wooded areas and often form dense thickets. While
pawpaw trees which get the most sun usually produce the most fruit, when the trees are small
they should be protected from intense sunlight. Planting them about 6 to 12 feet from the north
side of a house, garage or similar building seems to be an ideal location. Here they are
protected from the sun when small and as they grow they receive more and more sun which
they need to produce abundant crops. If you plant them in the open, provide some means of
protecting them from the direct sun for at least the first two years. Often even a large lawn
chair placed next to the south side of the little tree will do.
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Normally, pawpaw trees usually don’t start bearing until they are at least 7 years old.
However, with lots of TLC and a near perfect location and good soil, you can get them to bear
earlier. Keep in mind that pawpaws require cross pollination to get good crops which means it
is recommended that you should plant at least two pawpaw trees.
For details on planting pawpaws and subsequent care follow the normal
recommendations for planting any tree or shrub but here are a few tips.
Tip 1: Don’t neglect to prune it after you plant it. Pruning always seems to help any tree or
shrub survive its first year. This is especially important with pawpaws.

The heavier you

prune after planting the better are the chances the tree will survive the first year.
Tip 2: Water frequently the first two years. Make sure the soil never dries out, but don’t
waterlog the soil if it is heavy. With real sandy soil it is nearly impossible to over water. Tip
3: Watering frequently, with a bit of soluble fertilizer such as Miracle-Gro or a Miracle Gro
wannabee, will likely get your pawpaw trees growing faster and bearing earlier.
While ripe pawpaws will only keep a few days at room temperature, which is
something like a banana, they will keep several weeks in a refrigerator as long as its
temperature is above 40F. Regular bananas, of course, shouldn’t be kept refrigerated.
Note: To read my article that was in Grit magazine go to the URL:
grit.com/garden/fruit/pawpaws.aspx
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